
Scotland meets Spain in this high energy intercultural collaboration!

Scottish musicians and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms and the
grace and power of the music of two tradtions find harmony and connection!
Ricardo Garcia’d latest venture!

Pipes, guitar, percussion and dance - we have it all: a show for all ages, highly
sophisticated musically with traditional and original compositions.

Join us for an evening of beauty and celebration of our two cultures.

www.ricardogarciaguitarist.com
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Edinburgh EH1 1HR
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ten word blurb
Scottish musicians and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms.

twenty word blurb
Scottish musicians and dancers battle with Flamenco rhythms, while the
grace and power of two tradition find harmony and connection!

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Scotland meets Spain in this high energy intercultural collaboration! Scottish
musicians and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms while the
grace and power of two tradition’s music find harmony and connection!
Ricardo’s latest venture! Join us!
fringe web blurb
Scotland meets Spain in this high energy intercultural collaboration! Scottish
musician and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms while the
grace and power of the music of two tradtions find harmony and connection!
Ricardo Garcia’s latest venture! Join us for an evening of beauty and
celebration of our two cultures Pipes, guitar, percussion and dance – we
have it all: a show for all ages, highly sophisticated musically with traditional
and original compositions. Don’t miss this!
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Dates               1-11
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Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com
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Scotland meets Spain in this high energy intercultural collaboration!

Scottish musicians and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms and the
grace and power of the music of two tradtions find harmony and connection!
Ricardo Garcia’d latest venture!

Pipes, guitar, percussion and dance - we have it all: a show for all ages, highly
sophisticated musically with traditional and original compositions.

Join us for an evening of beauty and celebration of our two cultures.

www.ricardogarciaguitarist.com

Scotland meets Spain in this high energy intercultural collaboration! Scottish
musicians and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms and the grace
and power of the music of two tradtions find harmony and connection!
Ricardo Garcia&#039;s latest venture! Join us for an evening of beauty and
celebration of our two cultures
Pipes, guitar, percussion and dance - we have it all: a show for all ages, highly
sophisticated musically with traditional and original compositions.

word count

company originaldevelopment
Scotland meets Spain in this high energy intercultural collaboration! Scottish
musicians and dancers battle and mingle with Flamenco rhythms and the grace
and power of the music of two tradtions find harmony and connection!
Ricardo Garcia&#039;s latest venture! Join us for an evening of beauty and
celebration of our two cultures
Pipes, guitar, percussion and dance - we have it all: a show for all ages, highly
sophisticated musically with traditional and original compositions.
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For further information, images and interview availability please contact Julie Gunn at
Ricardo Garcia’s Flamenco Flow on 07840 953 433 / garciagunn@yahoo.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com


